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CHAPTER 9 
Temporalities of Ownership 
Land Possession and Its Transfonnations 
among the Tupinambá (Bahia) Brazil) 
Susana de Matos Viegas 
LUlld is gcner.:t.IJy conceived by lndims as somcthing in.ilicnabJe; :Ul~1 
report of thcir selling :md bu)'ing ir under aoorigin.u condirions is suspccr. 
- Robert Lowie, 'Property arnong the Tropiml Forcsr :md Margina.! Tribcs 
Bur alJ properry neccssarily originated in prescription or, as the Latins sa)~ 
in llsucrtpitm rhar is by continuous possession. I ask in ehe firsr pJ:lce, men, 
how possession cm become properry by me Iapse ofome [oru)']: Continue 
posscssion as long as you wish keep ir for years md for cenruries., but you 
C:ln never give dllr:lOOn, which by irsdf creares nothing manges nothing md 
modifics noming d1C power to rmnsfom1 rhe usUfrucnl:lry inro a proprietor. 
-Pierre Joseph Proudhon, 'What Is Property?' 
The epigraphs to thi chapter rder to rwo debates that normally do not 
enter imo mutual dialogue. On the one hand, Robert Lowie (1949: 351) 
writing abollt property in the Handboolt of S(}Utl, American Indiarls in the 
1940 describes ownership in lowland South America arguing mat 'un-
der aboriginal conditioos Jand would be ao inalienab1e space. Reflecting 
00 various sources ranging fi-om observations b)' nattu:ali t Wied-Neuwied 
00 the Botocudos living in the outh of Bahia in the nineteenm cenru1), 
Manizer on the Kaingang in southern Brazil ar the beginning of the twenti-
eth cenrury or the Yceuana in Amawnia Lowie argues that for indigenous 
peopIes oflowland South America, various factors elic.it an impermanence 
of owoership' particu1arly concerning the land. VeI) occasional exceptions __ 
oceur: for instance among the Cubeo who predominant!) engage in fi h-
ing, 'each Cubeo c1an jealousl guards its fishing r ights along me river 
frontages (355) . However, a more frequent ituarion in the lives ofindig-
eoous peopIes U1 lowland South America Lowie argues is possession of 
certain areas of cultivated land for onIy short periods of time due cithe:r 
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to ecological circumstances resulting from slash-and-burn agriculture, or 
to dislocations associated with death (355) . Dwelling places burned down 
in the wake of their inhabitant's death are thus among the relevant aspects 
that on occasion 'force' displacement and cydical abandonment of these 
places. On the other hand, Pierre Joseph Proudhon (1809-1865) - a key 
figure of the opposition to liberal conceptions of property - argued in 
the first half of the nineteenth century that not even 'continued posses-
sion' would justify property of land: 'Who is entitled to the rent of the 
land? The producer of the land, no doubt. Bur who made the land? God. 
Therefore, proprietor, retire!' (Proudhon 1994: 71). Thereby, an analyt-
ical window is opened to consider how time, or specific temporalities of 
possession, can intervene in the historical diversity of land ownership in 
Lowland South America. 
ln this chapter I approach experiences of land possession and their trans-
formations, integrating anthropologicaJ traditions arising out of Lowie's 
preoccupations and those inserted in the philosoph)' of sociallife in which 
property was inunersed b)' authors such as Proudhoo. I address and re-
evaluate continued occupation of land as a criterion for determining own-
ership, but my analyticaJ path dearly diverges from Proudhon's compara-
tive politicaJ philosophy, aiming instead to seek out concepts 'that might 
correspond to what is understéod in other traditions as property' (Bright-
man 2010: 136). Ideal here specificall)' with experiences of land posses-
sion among the Tupinambá of Olivença, a population regarded as 'mixed 
blood' in multiple different respects that resides in an area of the Atlantic 
Forest in the south ofBahia, where the)' first settled in a Jesuit-controlled 
indigenous village in the early period ofBrazil's colonization.! Their long-
term experience of dealing with colonizers, the !and privatization in the 
region and their inhabitation of the Atlantic coast rather than the Ama-
wn region distinguis h their case from Amawnian situations discussed in 
other chapters of this book. 
Based on ethnographic descriptions of the different historicaI instances 
and meanings of possession deveJoped by the Tupinambá, I will discuss 
temporalities illuminated b)' the contrast berween the Gê and the Tupi, as 
framed long ago by Manuela Carneiro da Cunha and Eduardo Viveiros 
de Castro (1985) . ln a well-known text, the authors enunciate a Tupi-like 
philosoph)' of time that does not have recourse to a 'return to an Or-
igin', but inversely configures an 'order of creation and production' in 
which time is 'institutive, not instituted or re-constituent', 'an openness 
to the other, places distant and the be)'ond: towards death as a necessary 
positivity. Ir is, in sum, a way offabricating the foture'2 (205). ln this text 
the debate around Tupi temporalities emerges as an alternative reinter-
pretation of functionalist perspectives of cannibalism and revenge among 
the Tupinambá in the sixteenth and seventeenth cenruries, proposing that 
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'revenge', as it appears associated with cannibalism, should not be seen 
as a function of another ordering of the social (i.e. war, or the need to 
restore order through retaliation), but rather as an indicator of the very 
type ofTupi meanings of historicity: 'Tupinambá revenge is mosdy a way 
of speaking about the past and the future'; it is a temporality 'which does 
not point to the beginning of times but rather to their end', in the form 
of a longing for future immortality (Carneiro da Cunha and Viveiros de 
Castro 1985: 198,200). 
My intention, in bringing this debate about the sixteenth-century Tu-
pinambá into an ethnographic understanding of the Tupinambá's sense 
of possession of land in the present day; is not in any way to reity their 
history. Instead I invoke this as a theoretical device that sheds light on 
temporalities ofland ownership among the Tupinambá of Olivença. I will 
argue that among these Tupinambá, resetding - abandoning a house site 
and opening a new one by cutting the forest - is entangled with aspects 
of life that can be illuminated by what Carneiro da Cunha and Viveiros 
de Castro (1985: 203) call a Tupi-like temporality; where 'memory is in 
the service of a destination, not of an origin; of a future and not of a past'. 
These temporal parameters are also present in the analysis of ownership 
among the Trio living in Suriname (Brightman 2010). ln contrast, a Gê-
like temporality is spatialized, in the ~nse that space mirrors the past, 
the present and the future 'within the circumscribed limits of the village', 
where 'everything has its place' - or even further, 'everything is place; 
immutable place exorcises time' (Carneiro da Cunha and Viveiros de Cas-
tro 1985: 201-2). A third contrast of temporalities could be envisaged 
through socialities of exchange like the ones described by Bonilla, Gordon 
and Fausto (each in this volume), where distribution is constitutive of 
cycles of renewed duration. 
Rather than searching for a tupinization of the Tupinambá of Olivença's 
sense of land possession, my argument in this chapter suggests that those 
temporal parameters are not only an integral part of the Tupinambá's living 
in the world - in the sense discussed by Toren (1999) - but also part of 
the understanding of their articulation with the historical process of land 
privatization in the region. As I have discussed in detail elsewhere (Viegas 
2007, 2011a), in the period from the mid-1930s until 1970, when de-
mand for land in Olivença was peaking due to the rise of cacao prices on 
the international market, among other factors, the Tupinambá sustained 
exchanges with non-indigeneous people, based on equivocations about the 
meaning of plots of land. These exchanges, which resulted in 'equivocai 
compatibilities' between the parties concerned and those who acted as in-
termediaries in the register ofland tides (Pina-Cabral 2002; Viegas 2007, 
2011b),' implied the Tupinambá's surrender of swidden areas and even 
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dwelling spaces tbat were destined tO be abandoned anyway and there-
fore had rdatively low va!ue for the Tupinambá (Viegas 2007: 237-34, 
2011b). This then ser in motion a process ofrransformational hisroriciry 
of land p..ossession. ln fact as Peter Gow (2001 ) and Fausto and Heck-
- - enberO"er (2007) argued a transformational mode! of historicity reveals 
mutu~ implications of continuiry and change, 'without resorting to ro-
mamic motifs ... which suppose sclf-similariry across time (Fausto and 
Heckenberger 2007: 10; Viegas 2012). Applied to tbe theme ofland pos-
session this approach contai.ns a reflection 00 different facets of the sarne 
motor ~f history: It implies cooside.cing relationships between different 
agents in multiple political encounter while also regarding the environ-
ment as a lived place. 
Personalized, Transitory Possessions 
The territory the Tupinambá curremly occupy indudes numerous different 
soóo-ecological zones acro s an area of five bundred sguare kilometres. 
Exploranon of the lived experience of the Tupin~nbá re~eals ~at the m?re 
circumspect, small, kin-based dwelling places dlsperscd 111 thlS area, which 
they call1ugares, are core aspects of their sociality (Viegas 2011 b). Th~e 
dwellings incorporate a set ofplaces, narnely, casas (houses) encompassll1g 
dwelling buildings, quintais (vegetab1e garde~s) siruated in t~c b~ckyards 
of houes, wrl'egos (water ponds) 'mças (swldden ) for cultlVatll1g root 
crops and casas de farinha (Bour houses) - buildings wherc D1~nioç fiom 
is processed. Pathwa) interconnect each of these ~lements Wltb o~ers. 
Each Tupinamba dwelling placcs is maU in area, wlth an average slze of 
only !WO hectares. Despite its small size cach lugar may have tbree, fom: 
ar occasionally tive or six house cach household tending a swidden ~l­
tivated exdusively b its member . Manioc. is the most common crop ll1 
the swiddens, although beans, pumpkin maize and )ams are also found. 
For the Tupinambá, the dynamics of affcctS and the process of growing 
up are beavily cOncemrated in rhese small-scale, kin~based dwelliug . ln 
tbcir everyda 1 life children who live in the same lugar move fred bc-
tween houses as they pLay and bathe together in the water ponds, prepare 
manioc roms compete to get an adult's arrention and e..x-pcricnce the af-
fecrive dynamics between relatives, most1y sustained in feeding practices 
(Viegas 2003, 2007, 2012; see also Brightman and Gratti this volume; 
Costa thi volume). As sooo as they learn tO walk, they move between 
houses tO play. From the baby's viewpoint, growing up involves wriggling 
free of one s mother's arms and joining siblings who live in the same 
house and cousin who live in other houses in the same dwdling place. Ir 
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is rare for small children to visit other luga1'cS- this occur oaly on special 
occasions. Children begin to move about more freely and go further afield 
when theyare between nine and deven (Viegas 2003, 2011b). 
PeopIe who reside in these dwellings or lugares may move to other 
sites several times in their lives for many different reasons, induding con-
jugal separations, the development cyde of domestic groups, and most 
certainly when a dose relative who lives in the sarne lugar actually dies. 
Conjugal ruptures outline a social imaginary of moving women and fixed 
meo. Thus regardless of how a husband and wife began thelr courtship, 
when conjugal ties break down it i mo t frequently heard (and surprising 
to peopIe from other regioos) that it is the woman who has left (lar-
gam) her partner. ln fact, women and men easily seem able to argue that 
women have a natural tendency to flee their husbands, even to the extent 
of abandoning their children. As l have demonstrated elsewhere such 
~o~ulations configure gender d namics with a heavy emphasis 00 the 
mnrnacy developed around the kin-based dwcllings and therefore tend to 
describe afline relationships through experiences of movement (Viegas 
2007: 164-67, 2008 2011b). 
. The pathways running across the dwelling places offer a suggesrive 
lmage of hared and individualized possessioo of ditTerent paces. Thus, 
there is generally a single pathwa 7 to ccess me water ponds, which are 
shared by the set ofhouses while individual pamways connect each house 
to its own swidden; yet other pathways link the badl'ards of each house 
(Figure 9.1) 
Sentiments of possession vary along those different spaces. For exam-
pie, the sense of possession of one swidden by the members of onl) one 
household i explicit, particularl} when manioc flour processing oecurs. 
Grinding manioc to make flour is a cooperative effort by peopIe from 
several houses, but the final processed manioc flour always returns to the 
household that owns the swidden where the manioc was grown. Within 
a dwelling, each house's possession of its own swidden is a core feature of 
sociality among the Tupinambá. Sharing the raw products of a swidden is 
thus hardly imaginable for them. 
This house-based possession of swiddens contrasts with the image of 
comm~al prop.erty ~at is frequently deployed in projects for producing 
food via colIectIve sWlddens (rOfllJ colectivas) run by NGOs and Catho-
lic Church organizations in rural and indigenóus areas in BraziJ.4 These 
projects promote collective labour to cultivate the roça. As such this is 
not problematic, but the projects also presume communaI sharing of the 
cultivated crops, which is indeed most problematic for the Tupinarnbá. 
ln projects previously impIemented ín the region, each individual would 
~o independently to the swidden and harvest what he or she had grown, 
lllstead of sharing the total coUected crops. Episodes of this sort were con-
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Figure 9.1 A dwelling ptace. Diagram by Susana de Matos Vtegas 
veyed to me time and again by both Tupinambás and project promoters. 
ln fact, the project promoters had initial1y expected the Tupinambá to 
accept collective swidden cultivations in the sarne way other rural peo-
pIes had elsewhere in Brazil. Their references are genuine and can easily 
be idenrified in the anthropologicalliterature. Among riverine peasants, 
for instance, communal harvesting has been observed and constitutes a 
'moral sense of communíty' (Harris 2000: 74-75; Lima 2004). ln those 
contexts we may even find a traditional mode! of land tenure based on a 
notion of 'collective ownership'. NevertheIess, the idea may persist that 
roças are owned by those who tend them, ar more specifically 'those who 
have deared the forest to plant roças) (Lima 2004: 13). 
The more personalized, individualized sense of possession that prevails 
among the Tupinarnbá ultimately dooms these collectively based projects. 
This has also been the case with many other projects of the sarne nature 
impIemented in other regions, which similarIy presumed communaI pos-
session and usually faíIed when the crop or object resulting from commu-
nal work was supposed to be shared. Among the Kaxínawá in the 1980s, 
Cecilia McCallum observed the failure of one such project that involved 
sharing a motor boat, noting that in the first phase, as Iong as the motor 
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was used individually by people who paid for its fueI, the project was 
unproblematic for the Kaxinawá (McCallum 2001: 123). Only when the 
motor boat broke down and it became necessary to decide who should 
carry the burden of its repair did problems arise. The underlying idea that 
it belonged to all implied that no individual was in charge of its control 
and care (McCaIlum 2001: 92, 123). The semiment of possession as a 
form of controlfresponsibility over others is reIevant here approaching 
findings from elsewhere in lowland South America (Brightman 2010; 
Costa 2010; Fausto 2008). 
ln the case ofland possession, it is broadly recognized throughout Bra-
zil that the right to harvest crops is held by those who have cultivated 
them - even in areas owned by someone eIse. The ownership of cultivated 
crops falls within a long- tanding legal tradition of usttcapüm, based spe-
cifically on the acquisition of rights over land through its cultivation that 
has prevailed in Brazilian property rights legi lation since the colonial pe-
riod (Motta 2009: 16). Diverse ethnographies have showl1 the incidence 
of variants of these rights of ownership through the cultivation of plots of 
land very often identified as benfeitorias ( improvements'). Even in regions 
where the land has been concentrated in the hands of owners of great 
estates since the outset of the colonial era, as on the sugarcane plantations 
in Pernambuco, smallholders acquired r~hts to the ownership of land by 
cultivating and harvesting its fruits. For this reason, as anthropologists 
work.ing in the region of Pernambuco have shown, the cultivation of 
swiddens by resident paid labourers (moradores) on large estates was fre-
guently banned by some landowners to keep tbe cultivators from gaining 
effecnve rights of ownership over that land (Herédia 1979).5 
ln acruality, the recognition of property rights over cultivated crops as 
a benfeitoria is a key elernem of Brazilian land law. When a piece of land is 
recognized as 'land occupied traditionally by Indians', all non-indigenous 
occupants must leave the area, and previously issued titles to that land are 
declared nulI and void, though the former owners of these tides are com-
pensated for their benfoitorias ('improvements'). These are the so-called 
compensation rights (direitos de indenização) (Constitution, section 231, 
6 in Constitution 2010: 152-153). ln these cases the land is declared 
traditionally owned by the Indians, so the valuation of this compensation 
takes into consideration not the extent of the area previously owned by 
non-indigenous occupants, which is neglected as such, but rather the ex-
isting number of fruit trees (or rubber trees, or cacao trees etc.) that are 
considered benfeitorias of previous non-indigenous occupants. 
The Tupinambá clearly perceive an overlap between this generalized 
right of possession to whatever is cultivated on a particular piece of land 
and their own sense of personalized possession, mosdy of cultivated prod-
ucts. ln 1998, 1 witnessed concrete situations in which people changed 
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their residence to another location and thus abandoned cultivated land 
but then, when the manioc was expected to be fully mature, returned to 
the roça to harvest its last maníoc. Seldom do third parties usurp these 
crops, as it would also be unusual for the individuaIs who cultivated the 
roça not to harvest them, exemplifying a sense of possession that is simul-
taneously exclusiveIy possessed, and personalized. 
The personalized sense of possession among the Tupinambá is even 
more prevalent in the case ofthe quintal (garden). Located dose to one of 
the building' entranceways, the garden is usually planted with herbs for 
seasoning food (especiaIly annatto, Bixa orellana), herbs for heaIing pur-
poses, fruit trees and flowers. Unlike the widdens which are perceived as 
the joint po session of all the home's occupants each garden is associated 
with one particular person. This is normally the woman who most often 
cooks at the house's fireplace. She tends the garden and bears the main 
responsibility for everything inherent to its maintenance. ln a very literal 
sense, a garden projects the person who tends it - to the point that it may 
perish with the gardener, as I heard in the explicit formulation 'when the 
person dies, the garden dies with her'. 
The possession of a garden is personaIized to the point that it ceases 
to exist when the life of the person who tends it ends. It is not expected 
to remain as an asset to be inherited by the next generation. I built up an 
understanding of this sense of a finite, transitory possession in various 
different ways, one of which became particularly reveaIing. This occurred 
when 1 served as a messenger in a reguest to exchange plants between a 
non-indigenous woman who was my friend and lived in an urban house 
in a town far from the Tupinambá, and a Tupinambá woman who was 
my host in the inland ruraI area. My friend in town reguested cuttings to 
complete a herb garden in her own backyard, as she was already advanced 
in age and felt she was approaching the end of her life. Confessing her 
great desire to complete her own quintal with different plants that were 
missing, so that her nephews would inherit as complete a garden as possi-
ble - a situation that was common in town - she asked me to obtain those 
plants from my host in the Tupinambá area. I transmitted the message in 
these exact terms to my host, who happened to be a distant relative of my 
town friend. Her reaction was very illuminating: she immediately sharply 
accused the elderly woman from town of a certain degree of ignorance. 
First, she neither had nor could ever have had those herbs in her garden, 
as the reguested type of plant grew well only near the coastline (where the 
town actually lies), not inland in the forest-rural region. ln addition, she 
considered it absurd to presume that a garden could survive the death of 
the one who cared for it and concluded: 'I don't know what [she] meanS 
by this; but a 'herb-garden' (jardim de quintal) ... Well, when the person 
dies, the garden goes with her.' 
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Po session of a e:arden i thus associated with lookino- after or havino-~ 1:>' I:> 
the responsibility for, a given thing. ln the case of quil'Ltais, thís entails 
an extreme personalization. Nor only does the garden perísh when íts 
gardener dies but any di case afHicting a plant Dr even the sudden death 
of a piam extends to whoever tends it. PeopJe may e>..'plain the death of 
a common rue bush as me result of an evil eye cast (mau-olhacW) 00 the 
herbs by someone who is jea10us of me woman who tend mar garden 
and her home. To attack plants ín a garden is therefore a wa) of attacking 
me person who looks afrer it.6 This extension of personhood to the garden 
can be understood as a principIe linking creativiry and ownership, similar 
to that by whích some SOrt of vital subsrance is passed from the maker to 
the made objea (Santos-Granero this volume). 
Among the Tupinambá of Olivença the temporal finitude of possession 
(implying a sense oftransitory possession) applies to gardens as weU as to 
swiddens. Gardens are pecishable because they do DOt survive the death of 
their tender. Swiddens are perishable because they have a limited life cycle. 
Thc) are attached to households wruch, as I will detail ia the next semon, 
shift c)'clicaU . Neither gardens nOr swiddens are plots of land conceived 
as items with heritabilit) or alienability - two elements of possession mat 
are equivalem to each other and exogenous to the Tupinambá. As we shaJl 
see, this ide a of a temporality grounded more in tinite cycles than in cycJes 
of continuity thar bear marks of sites in.Iiabited in the pasr, is replicated in 
several other dimensions in the lives of the Tupinambá of Olivença. 
Per ooalized possession of quintais and its strong identificanon wim 
the world of women have beeo observed ln other Brazilian conrexts 
both peasant and indigenous. Recent ethnographic works emphasizing 
a feminine perspective and based on ethnography of daily life are partic-
ularl)' sensitive to these dimensions of possession. For instance, Juliana 
de Machado (2012) presented an ethnographic view of how women in 
Caviana in the Amazon basin have a personalized sense of possession re-
garding me planrs they cultivate in canteiros (a kind of baclcyard garden). 
Possession of ca1lteiros b Caviana women has [Wo meanings that are dose 
to what I described above for the Tupinambás' quintais. The first con-
cerns me differentiated senses of possession between canteiros and swid-
dens (roças): 'a piant can either belong exclusively to a woman if it grows 
in a canteiro or be shared with men, when it is located in tc,,·reiros) sitias 
or 1'ofas' (Machado 2012: 173). The second is more about me personaJ-
ized idemmcanon of one woman with me canteiro/quintal that beiongs to 
ber) insofar as tendíng and exchangíng plants are acts mat simultaneously 
guarantee possession and enhance me value of female personhood (178, 
184 211 ). As Machado shows women elders who are no longer capable 
of tendíng their garden and no longer managing to exchange planes with 
female neighbours and relanves, fali into self-deprecation of their moral 
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personhood, to the point of claiming they have become useless (não presto 
mais) (173-83). 
The practices Machado observed in Caviana are distinguished fcom 
those I describe here for the Tupinambá of Olivença by the aspect of tem-
porality. Machado's ethnography shows the centrality of continuity more 
than of tinite cycles of possession of land, implying a sense of transitory 
possession. The identification between canteiros and women in Caviana 
seems to be inscribed in a matrix of continuing transmission over genera-
tions - at least with daughters, who learn from their mothers how to tend 
their plants, which they also receive from elders (Machado 2012: 182). 
Later I will return to trus significant compara tive elemento 
Cycles of Abandonrnent and Re-opéning of N ew Places 
Observation over a longer time period demonstrates that at least until 
the 1970s Tupinambá undertook cyclical displacement, heading up the 
branches of rivers and streams. As I mentioned at the beginning of this 
essay and have developed elsewhere, this means that fcom the 1930s, dur-
ing me period of land privatization in the region, cycles of abandonment 
and foundation of new kinship settlements were able to continue (Viegas 
2007: 237-74, 2011a). Thus, privatization did not immediately wipe out 
a particular way of life. ln many cases, the Tupinambá entered directly 
into relationships of 'exchange', sometimes based upon debt bondage 
with parties interested in the acquisition of land. Those who served as in-
termediaries for landowners affirm that the 'caboclos' (Tupinambá) would 
hand over their areas of residence in exchange for items oflittle value, such 
as cachaça (sugarcane spirit) or equivalent assets like mirrors and kerosene 
that nowadays they tend to regard as much less valuable than land. For the 
Tupinambá, the plots of land exchanged in trus way in the past were deval-
ued because they were temporary residential spaces destined to be even-
tually abandoned - thus, transitory possessions (Viegas .2007: 265-68). 
The compatibility between the Tupinambá's meanings of transitory 
possession and capitalist landowners' estates diminished in the 1970s, 
when the Tupinambá began running out of space to continue carrying out 
these displacements, due certainly to the increased price of cacao interna-
tionally and the subsequent expansion of the landed ownersrup interests 
behind the estates in the region. 7 Before the 1970s, exchanges of piots 
of land and displacements of kin-based dwellings were intertwined. The 
Tupinambá repeat life narratives of their past displacements every five to 
eight years, telling of places of habitation they then left behind. These nar-
ratives show that such displacements always involved short distances cov-
ered in one hom on foot, on average. I heard several stories of how in the 
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past people would pIant 'a Iittle there and a littIe here', Iiving in a certain 
pIace onIy for a whiIe (five, six, eight years) and then moving: 'He'd head 
off into the jungle and open up a dearing and go and live there.' Genea-
Iogical diagrarns of dose kin exemplify the effects of displacement on the 
dispersion ofmembers across the scope oftheir kin network (Figure 9.2). 
The Tupinambá do not perceive this dispersion soldy as a result of pres-
sure from estate owners. The absence of new areas to move to is instead 
fdt to result from a complex history. The movement once associated with 
abandoning inhabited sites and opening new ones is now mirrored in the 
movement of the houses on the sarne site of inhabited lugares. Nowa-
days, after a time of absence from a kin-based dwelling site (as I observed 
when I returned after more than a year) changes in the number ofhouses 
there are dear1y apparent. 'Dismantled' houses are slowly absorbed back 
into the forest. The land returns to forest, and the reordering of houses 
and reconfiguration of space in the new houses aU make it difficult to 
know just where somebody lived or who was living in each settlement 
at a particular point in time. This is connected to the cyclical process of 
abandoning houses that then merge back into the forest. The Tupinambá 
use a very descriptive expression in reference to abandoned homes and 
their reconstitution: an abandoned house is said to have been 'left isolated' 
(deixada isolada), because it becomes disconnected from daily human care 
and reverts to forest. '\ 
A house that stops being inhabited is no longe r cared for. The daily 
brushing of the mud fioor in front of each house ends, weeds are not kept 
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at bay and, in a terrain that has to be trodden to be deemed living and inhab-
ited, the pathways connecting the house with other houses begin to fade.~ 
Houses are ephemeral day buildings, caUed casas de sopapo (Figure 9.3). 
Despite knowing technigues enabling greater day durability (e.g. 'working' 
the day well and taking it from the subsoil- 'from the nests ofbiting ants', 
as they say - to better withstand the rain and the heat, or treading it firm1y) , 
the Tupinambá do not necessarily apply them. One of the typical sounds 
of a day house, when there is otherwise total silence, is the sound of small 
grains of dried day dropping downwards inside the waUs. The greater the 
levei of structural 'degradation', the louder this noise becomes.9 
Faced with the slow but no less inevitable process of the building's 
destruction, its inhabitants' most freguent attitude is to cover the biggest 
breaches using a range of materiaIs, very often the remains of doth or 
plastic. On certain waUs of the home, especiaUy the wall nearest the fire-
place and garden, these cracks in the day become ideal niches for storing 
utilitarian objects. The walls of a sopapo house thus have the appearance 
of stick structures dotted with objects of diverse origin - knives, pieces of 
doth and very commonly newspapers and bits of black plastic - stuck in 
arnidst day fiUing. 
This attitude towards buildings has been described in other indigenous 
and rural contexts in Brazil. Patrick Menget gave an accurate description 
in his monograph on the Txicão in the Xingu (2001: 145). Highlighting 
Figure 9.3 A nonplastered casa de sopapo or casa de taipa de mão. Bahia, Brazil, 
1998. Photo: Susana de Matos Vzegas 
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mat the Txicão have no great sense of durabilit)' iIl houses wruch last on 
average between two and tive years, Menget (ibid.) describe how the 
Txicão do nor considcr the house a building whose preservation is wonh 
great care; in fact, they easily rip up bunches of herbs at the botrom of the 
wall to thtow omo the 'fire and any accidental burning down of a house 
represents an incident of little imponance as dley onl r need a few weeks 
ofwork to build themselves a ncw place ofhabitarion'. 
AccordIDg to the Tupinambá when a house's day begins tO break up, 
the building is aid to be 'falling apart'. Tbe performance of the da)' in 
the sUPPor! pole framework varies, but they all inevitabl dry out, break 
up and tum to dust. ln me sarne arca of residence it is tberefore common 
to find new buildings going up ar another location chosen wimin the sarne 
lugar as the envaramento' (structural col1Srruction) ofvines and soil begins. 
00 completion of dUs pb.ase inhabitants move in, oftcn bringing wim 
tbem the roofing of meir fonner house as mey now often have resistant 
fibrocement roofs thar are abJe tO oudast more ilian one elay structurc. 
The effects of me processes of ' isolatillg' buildings (casas isoladas) are 
observable within me scope of the currently inhabited terrains. ln some 
areas me currem house might be JUSt half a dozen paces awa from mar 
me one undergoing abandonmem. However, moving me building leaves a 
physical trace in me abandoned site ill tJ:e foml of holes up to twO metres 
deep dug in order to ext:ract me elay u d for cach building (Figure 9.4) . 
Figure 9.4 TIJe hoJe frOffl whicl; c(ay was extnuted for a b01l1& in a kin-based dwefl.il1g. 
Acuípe, Bahia, Brazil, 2004. Photo: Susana de Matos Viegas 
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The terrain surraunding kin-based setdements may thus be transformed 
imo a complex grid of fruit rrees, gardens, day buildings and holes in the 
graund, which all comribute to me circulatory character and effects of the 
residential dynamic. 
Land Possession and Its Transformations 
One outcome of the land privatization fram me 1930s to the 1970s was 
an cffective resrriction of the space available for me Tupinambá to opco 
new kin-based settlements. I() ln this ection, I will further detai! how 
abandonrnents and rebuildings occurring through displacemenr - which 
in the past meant movemem of kin-based dwellings - have steadil) been 
transformed imo movement of houses within me sarne dwelling place. 
This is panicularl dear in attitudes towards death and me extensioo of 
people and places thtough life and death. 
Among the Tupinambá me death of a person is reflected ln the deam 
degradation or desrruction of me illdividual's home. The death of some-
body in a home ma contribute to me degradation of tbe building and 
may likewise iInpinge upon the health of its members. The dead ma)' 
di turb living reIatives with visits to the house where they lived, normally 
preannounced b noises (e.g. footsteps ne).'! to me house) or names called 
out by doorways or opeo windows. Some Tupinambá deny this occurs 
but simultaneously iDSist that man , peop1e believe in 'ghosts and appa-
ritions'. The ideas mar the house remembers me dead, and that me dead 
can meet the living through the house' intermediation, meet wim greater 
consensus. ln fact, conract between the dead and me living is recurrendy 
dcscribed in reference to the place of residence. The dosest relatives of the 
deceased refer to dleir d ad kin as consubstantiated ln me sensation of an 
air' that passes mrough me house and emers through doorways. At dusk 
the tillle most propitious to such sensations, me)' lock the house's door. II 
Tbe son of a man who had passed away rold me thai he avoided going 
past his famer s house particularly at dusk. He felt shivers but insisted 
that I should not consider tbis to be out of fear as he did not believe mar 
bis famer would baunt' (assombrasse) him - me sensatioo was uniquely 
about remembrance' (lerl'tlrrança). The tenn remembrance was also in-
sistendy used b me mother of a young man who was ooly 28 ycars oid 
when he died in 1998. At that time he and I were living in me ame 00-
based dwelling. She very vividly described to me how she sensed her son's 
death through me inrermecliation of the house enviroomenr. The on had 
passed away in her house after having been released from hospital. Aftcr 
he died his presence was felt not only in her own house, but also ín me 
house where he had lived wim hi wife and two children in anomer dwell-
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ing place about ten kilometres away. As we sat inside his mother's house, 
where the death had occurred, the mother began talking about her dead 
son, saying that on a certain occasion after he had died, at dusk - 'ín the 
mouth of níght' - she and her mother and daughter were at home when 
they felt a strong wínd and, símultaneously, hís presence. She saíd that 
she had not seen hím, explaining that thís was not a vísíon but somethíng 
that she had felt (líke shívers). The síster ofthe deceased, who was by the 
wíndow, heard the sound of flip-flops on the fioor and the dead man call-
íng her by her name. He called but once. Afterwards, she turned to lísten 
to the wínd blowing ín the direction of the house where he lived wíth his 
wife. Days later, she continued, the wife of the deceased told her that on 
that sarne níght, a strong wind had brought her dead husband to pass by 
there at her home. Seeing my concem, the mother assured me that thís 
would on1y happen ín the síx months after someone's death and would 
then stop. The dead on1y reappear because peop1e 'go on rememberíng'. 
And here lies a dilemma: though it ís necessary to forget, she saíd, we end 
up 'always rememberíng'. 'Remembrance' ís, after alI, among the affective 
ties that define kinship and that need overcoming, at least partially, when 
faced with death. Thís di1emma has received particular1y incisive treat-
ment in Amerindian ethnology, in particular in the wake of Anne Chris-
tine Taylor's essay (1993) on the Jívaro<{\chuar. 
Among the Tupinambá, peop1e sometimes do continue to live in the 
house after the death of a re1ative there, despite the possibility of'remem-
bering' the departed is greater. Failing to abandon a building carries risks, 
as illustrated by the case of a widow who remained throughout an entire 
year in the house where her husband had died. She was stubborn and 
wanted to remain there even in the face of reprimands and criticism from 
her children. Eventually her children dismantled the house, that is to say, 
'isolated' it. They afterwards eXplained to me that they had done so be-
cause the widow was 'practically dead'; they had saved her by giving her 
homemade herbal medicines and taking her to a medical doctor, but also 
by taking her out of the house where her husband had passed away and 
bringing her to one of her ehildren's homes. 
I heard many reports about abandoning a space or a house, and ideally 
destroying it, as a means of continuing with life after the death of some-
body dose. ln some cases the house is destroyed and rebuilt nearby; in 
others peop1e depart for periods of variab1e 1ength, especially when the 
deceased person was a particular dose kin or e1der - thus 1eaving longer 
memories in his kin. 12 Abandoning the place of habitation is a way of 
breaking with connections of Iife, that is, the 'remembrance' bound up 
with the body as a bundIe of affections that provoke shivers, headaches 
and other sensations. From the perspective of the living, the places where 
the dead lived return to the forest, just as the sites of these abandoned 
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houses revert to secondary forest growth. This reversion of abandoned 
environments to the forest allows the jettisoning of the social and affective 
and even human ballast bound up with the departed person. 
The sarne sense behind the abandonrnent ofhabitation spaces following 
a family member's death is found in various indigenous contexts across 
lowland South America. J::\ For examp1e, among the Piro, 'the site once 
inhabited is dense1y overgrown with new forest, and people must search 
about for paths leading to new houses' (Gow 1991: 189). ln his study of 
'accu1turated' indigenous peop1e in the Atlantic north-east, Eduardo Galvão 
(1979) attributes dislocations to the limitations of swidden horticu1ture. 
However, he mentions in a footnote that 'death and be1iefin the supernat-
ural' do in some cases definitively influence dislocation and movements of 
villages and kinship settlements (1979: 233). J.n other Amerindian indig-
enous contexts, it is rare to return to a previous plaee of residenee, though 
the Yaminawa represent one examp1e (Calavia Sáez 2005: 112). Among 
the Tupi Waiãpi, Dominique Gallois affirms that they do not return to the 
sites of former settlements: Waiãpi leaders maintain that '[i]n past times, 
when somebody died, peop1e would move pIace immediately and leave 
the village of the dead to turn into a cemetery' (2002: 101), as indeed 
also happened with the N ahua in Peru, who in the past 'would abandon 
an entire village, induding its gardens, when an adult died' (Feather 2009: 
79) and the Trio in Suriname (Brightman 2010: 146).14 Among the Tu-
pinambá ofOlivença, the physical abandonrnent ofthe house is accompa-
nied by an explicit action of making it revert to forest, that is, 'isolating' it 
from human contact to revert to the wild, whi1e peop1e move, sometimes 
on1y a few steps from the old building, to build a new house. 
lt is thus important to notice that it is not on1y the displacement that 
retains meaning but also this prospective movement. Allowing the jungle 
to invade the immediate vicinity of the home in the present, can thus 
be envisaged as a transformation comparable to allowing the jung1e to 
invade former places of residence in the pasto This type of transformation 
bears resemblances to that detailed by Waud Kracke (1978) for the Tupi 
Parintintin. Aecording to Kracke, following pacification, the Parintintin 
gave up moving their units of residence in five- or ten-year cydes but still 
perpetuated the mobility of the houses themselves, which 'are easily taken 
apart'. A settlement might therefore end up moving only in the event of 
the death of several of its members (1978: 9). More reeently, and from 
an analytical perspective doser to the transformational process described 
here, Mare Brightman sets out just how abandonrnent and the founding 
of new sections of Trio villages might be seen as replicating the displace-
ment processes and founding of new villages in the past (2010: 146). 
As is the case among the Trio, the reasons for abandoníng homes 
among the Tupinambá and their past cydical displacements do not derive 
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only from death and are integrated into many other aspects of social life, 
incorporating dynamics of kinship and the resolution of existing tensions 
(~0~3, 2007) . ln fact, as 1 have argued e1sewhere, the debate triggered by 
Rivlere about the segmentation of Trio villages and the value pJaced on 
ways of conflict-free living may equally be mentioned for the case of the 
Tupinambá (Riviere 2000; Viegas 2007: 170-73). 1 focus here on death 
because it is one of the most explicit means of understanding the transfor-
mation processes bound up in the displacement and possession of land. 
ln the Tupinambá case, cycles of abandonrnent of dwelling places ac-
companied the process of land privatization that took place after 1930, 
which entailed both the surrender of dwelling places destined to be aban-
doned, and the Tupinambá's occupation of new spaces to inhabit. As 1 
mentioned in the previous section, this process became unviable in the 
1970s after four decades of progressive land privatization and a surge in 
the demand for land throughout the 'cacao area' (região cacueira) due to 
rising prices of that commodity on international markets. Thereafter it 
becaine virtually impossible to find new free spaces in which to settle and 
establish dwelling places. 
The process of indigenous land claims initiated in this region in the 
1980s has to be understood in this historical perspective. ln formal terms, 
the : Iaiming of indigenous territory bi' the Tupinambá sraned in 2001, 
but tt had antecedeots, most notably an encounter with FUNAl in the 
early 1980s. At the beginning ofthe twenty-first century; the Tupinambá 
were in a subservient situation in the management and control of their 
own territory; despite having deve10ped close ties over the years with 
non-indigenous inhabitants, including cross-marriages. They at last man-
aged to organize themselves and muster the streogth tO face the challenges 
involved in daiming indigenous land in an adver e regional conjuoctllre io 
which landowners' influence over the politicai and juridical systems could 
be interpreted as a remnant of the old coronelista arrangements. 
Brazilian legislation s higWy originaJ~ anthropologically fruitful way 
of recognizing 'indigenous land' includes indigenous senses of space and 
temporality, attending not only to the meaningfulness of specific pieces 
of land for present livelihoods but also those required for their future 
reproduction as well. IS The demarcation of the lndigenous Land of the 
Tupinambá of Olivença, comprising 47,000 hectares was recognízed by 
the state in 2009 - but it has nor yet been implemeoted. Since then the 
Tupinambá have continued to reside in the same dwelling places, or else in 
areas where they build 'aldeias' (villages) a demographic strllcture eloser 
to the one tbar the tate normally organl7..e for Indian . The legal demar-
catioo of indigenou land implies thar the Tupinambá hold the land in 
usufruct though it remains Federal Brazilian state property. Given that the 
management of that territory is granted to the lndians, they will be able to 
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reproduce various senses of land possession there along a historical roure 
that must necessarily introduce modifications into our own understanding 
of land ownership issues. 
Conc1usion 
The description of transformations in land possession set out in this ar-
ticle would not have been possible just a few decades ago, as a fine 1982 
article by Philippe Descola illustrates. Descola describes the collapse of 
the 'traditional' conditions of life among the Jívaro Achuar following the 
introduction of cattle breeding by missionaries in the 1970s. lnterested 
in raising cattle and lacking 'any previous experience of private land own-
ership', the Achuar, assisted by the missionaries, undertook a division of 
the land in which they adopted the trails heading into the forest as the 
borders of their plots: 'Each personal hunting trail, leading to a distant 
portion of the forest, tends increasingly to be considered as a kind of 
exclusive property, and the use of someone else's hunting trail may cause 
bitter resentment' (Descola 1982: 306, 316). ln a Marxist tone, Descola 
argued that the Achuar were undergoing a reorganization of land rights 
that was moving on from the previous system of 'short-term appropri-
ation of resources, justified by labour, to an exclusive and transmissible 
appropriation of parcelled land' (316). Furthermore, he perceived such 
changes as a sign of fixed settlement in concentrated are as of habitation 
that 'seems now irreversible' in rendering the Achuar nondifferentiated as 
'members of the Third-World Peasantry' (314, 319). As we know from 
the important subsequent work by the sarne scholar (Descola 1996), this 
process of irreversible change from an indigenous to a peasant society 
did not take place. ln fact, the growing ethnographic and comparative 
knowledge developed among lowland South American lndians over the 
last twenty years points to a very different picture. 
The ethnography developed in this chapter has aimed to show the di-
versity of land possession forms through senses of temporalities, follow-
ing transformations of meanings and values ascribed by the Tupinambá 
to land possession. 1 have argued that among the Tupinambá a sense of 
personalized possession is constituted through the relationship of women to 
their gardens and household members to their swiddens, as far as they are 
associated with the foundation of a new residential compound. The latter 
can be approximated to the situation of the Kanamari, where the chief, as 
Costa (this volume) shows, becomes the 'garden body-owner'. 
Among the Tupinambá, however, personalized possession of a resi-
dential compound is only temporary. Bonds between people and places 
are thus necessarily provisional, and their eventual abandonrnent gener-
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ates a condition of historicity: that of transitory possession. Responsibility 
of a named subject (aISO underlined for other Amerindian contexts, e.g. 
Brightman 2010; Costa 2010; Fausto 2008) such as a woman to her gar-
den, or a named home, is a second relevant sense of ownership revealed 
in the Tupinambá's transformational processes of land possession. ln both 
cases (personalization and responsibility) possession is effective only for 
a determined period of time, thus articu1ating specific temporaliries of 
rransitory possession. These temporalities inrertwine land dynamics with 
kinsbip dynamics creating meaningful comparative axes that can even be 
further developed. 
ln rural agricultural contexts in North-East Brazil, ownership of land 
implies continuity via a family-based succession (Woortman 1995 : 248-
49), sometimes invoking founding ancestors, denominated the 'old trunk' 
(Godoi 1998: 97). ln the dry inland region of 'sertão' in Piaui (North-
East Brazil), the meaning of the land is connected to avalue of inheritance 
and to preserving the original terrain of an extended family that people 
call 'the Boor' (o chão) with reference to a shared ancestry thar shapes <a 
social memory in dose relation hip with its spatial uPPOrt' (ibid.). Trans-
mission of the land througb the family line is sucb a key factor here that 
the areas of residence where an extended family live are entitled either 
land ofkin (tl:rm de parente) or 'land of inheritance (terra de herança) 'in 
which what legitimared the right to the rlnd is descendent in conjunction 
with residence' (Godoi 1998: 109). ln these peasantry-like contexts, land 
possession is based on the principIe ofheritage by family lines: 'The land, 
as the individuals, is conceived as owned by the "old Vitorino trunk", 
that is, those descended from Vitorino and therefore the principie of 
shared ancestry converges with the principie of rights over the lancP (Go-
doi 1998: 104, lU). ln some contexLS of riverine Amazonia, such as 
the Caviana mentioned above because of its echoes of the Tupinambá' 
personalized Sen e of possession of gardens, the value of continuation of a 
household/family bou e also prevails as 'land i regarded as a farni1y asseto 
ldeally indivisible., peopIe srrive to keep it unitcd tbrough generations. 
With the death of parents, land passes on to their children ... and is shared 
among them, but not divided' (Machado 2012: 126). lnheritance is also 
substantiated in other Amerindian contexts, as in the case of the transmis-
sion of ceremonial goods through children among the Gê-speaking Xikrin 
as described by Cesar Gordon (this volume). 
Regarding the articulation between the diversity of temporalities and 
the processes of land privatization (the second analytical perspective fol-
lowed in this essay), José Glebson Vieira (2012) has done some especially 
relevant work on the Tupi Potiguara, who inhabit in the state of Paraíba, 
in a area of Atlantic Forest located in the north-east ofBrazil and who, like 
the Tupinambá, went through the experience of settling in a missionary 
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vil1age during the colonial period. Vieira demonstrates how the Potiguara 
developed different senses of possession of the land in the wake of dif-
ferentiated processes of legal recognition of land ownership rights. After 
Paralba state legislation recognized the Potiguara right to land ownership 
at the end of the nineteenth century (though in a different way from Bahia 
state's absence of recognition of indigenous land rights in that period), 
it proceeded to divide up plots in a village in one area, known as Aldea-
mento da Preguiça, and grant them to the Potiguara families who lived on 
them. ln another area - São Miguel - the state granted 'collective own-
ership of the land' to the Potiguara inhabiting in that area (Vieira 2012: 
28). Vieira's ethnography contributes to understanding of how different 
histories of land privatization (between the recognition of fami1y plots in 
the village and collective areas in São Miguel) rhad repercussions in subse-
quent meanings of land possession among the Potiguara. ln the vil1age, 
Aldeamento da Preguiça - the area divided into plots - 'land is conceived 
of as property transferrable through means of inheritance', that is, through 
family lines; whereas in the settling of São Miguel, where the land is legally 
common, personalized ownership seems to be sustained and articu1ated to 
successive displacements along rivers and streams 'following a tendency to 
dispersion' (Vieira 2012: 39--49, 120). The settlements following this lat-
ter pattem of digression through the territory are launched when a family 
opens a roça, where the area of residence of each family is referred to as per-
tenção ('belonging') and deemed the personal site of so-and-so, who is the 
founder ofthat area and considered its 'owner' (dono) (Vieira 2012: 54). 
However, ownership of land is a transitory possession in the latter case. 
To sum up, the analysis presented here contributes to thinking about 
possession of the land at the crossroads of a wide-reaching comparative 
spectrum. ln the case of the Tupinambá of Olivença, meaningful experi-
ences of dwelling are a key factor in transforming me past by abandoning 
a place and leaving it to the forest, not to be inherited. lnstead of handing 
land down, it is heading forth to open up new spaces for cultivation, build-
ing new homes and thereby establishing a new house that informs these 
practices of possession, which imply on the one hand personalized, tem-
porary possessions sustained in the owner's responsibility for the owned 
object/subject, and on the other hand cutting ties with former places of 
origino As I argued, these relevant senses of ownership of the land are not 
onIy present in the lives of the Tupinambá in the present, but were also 
constituted in processes of transformation of land possession during the 
period of increasing capitalistic land ownership in the region. Tempo-
ralities of ownership here reveal short-term possessions that are meant 
to be transitory and tinite, but replicable in the future in other places, in 
prospective movements in which new kin-based settlements are founded 
and the memory of a death is left behind. Nowadays, the Tupinambá have 
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made this feasible by struggling for the conquest of a large territory via 
claims to an indigenous land. 
As this chapter has argued, the historicity of this territory has been 
constituted through processes of ownership marked by temporalities of 
tinite cycles, where 'memory is in the service of a destination, not of an 
origin' (Carneiro da Cunha and Viveiros de Castro 1985: 203). This is 
why temporary possessions have played such a key role in the historical 
transformation of land ownership. The major contribution of this ethno-
graphic analysis to a broader anthropological discussion on ownership is 
thus sustained in the idea that temporalities should be considered a key 
perspective in the understanding of the lived experience of possession, 
namely; in the history of entanglements in the possession of land. 
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Notes '\ 
1. My field research among the Tupinambá began in 1997 and has since been con-
tinued with a diverse range of funding from the Foundation for Science and Tech-
nology (Ministry of SciencejPorrugal), currently under the research project Ref. 
PTDC/CS-ANT/1l8150/201O, and previously funding Ref. PTDC/CS-ANT/ 
102957/2008. Seminars promoted by our research team, namely on territoriality 
and ownership, have been vitally important to the developrnent of the argument 
presented in this chapter. I thank Rui Feijó for the reading and translation of the 
artide and Carlos Fausto for the thoughtful reading and comments, subsequently 
complemented by those ofthe other editors . 
2. Myemphasis. 
3. On equivocations ofmeanings see also Coelho de Souza (this volume). 
4. For a discussion of the problem of indigenous collective ownership and the need 
for change in the concept of the subject of ownership as such see Coelho de Souza 
(this volume) . 
5. ln the words of the anthropologist Afrânio Garcia Júnior, who did fieldwork in 
the region in 1970: 'Coffee bushes that are planted by a labourer, who afrerwards 
then tends them, are thereby considered his benfeitorias and, as such, e1igible for 
compensation should the labourer be dismissed and expelled from the estate' 
(Garcia 1983: 57). I would like to thank Ana Luísa Micaelo for these references, 
which are also confirmed by her own field research in the region (cf. Micaelo 
2014). 
6 . ln this sense, the personal dimension of the gardens is similar in nature to that 
described by Descola in the case of the Achuar to show how this connection is 
'practically physical' and actually becomes 'a public projection of the personalities 
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and qualities of those tending to them', to the point at which '[ w ]hen a woman 
dies, her quintal (garden) also disappears in her wake' (Descola 1996: 175). 
7. ln the 'cacao area' next to Olivença, eacao cultivation developed under a mono-
culture type of system (less devastating than sugarcane plantations, given that 
its agrarian techniques are reputed to be sustainable). Known in the region as 
cabruca) this system consists of alternating cacao plants and shade trees (normally 
from the Atlantic Forest). The cacao economy developed historically through a 
social regime of great promiseuity between the social and the political spheres, 
known as corrmelismo (see Carvalho 1997: 230). Although Olivença does not be-
long properly to the 'cacao area', proximity to it had particularly important effects 
at key momcnts of its history, such as the cycle of land privatization in the carl)' 
twentieth century (Viegas 2007, 2011a). ln thc 1970 the boom in international 
cacao prices caused cacao cultivation to expand to surrounding regions where it 
had not existed previously, induding Olivença. 
8. Peter Gow highlights the same regeneration proc"ess among the Piro: 'The house 
and the garden establish the human space of settlement. Both are transformed 
forest, and both must be constantly maintained in the face of forest regeneration' 
(1991: 121). 
9. ln the region, casas de sopapo ('sharp slap houses') or casas de taipa de mão ('rammed 
earth houses') are day and mud constructions built around a structure of wooden 
poles tied with vines that are then covered with clay, normally thrown at the 
wooden structure. The expression sopapo derives fcom this gesture of throwing the 
day. Such day structures are common throughout the entire north-east of Brazil 
and have been dassified by some authors as 'neo-Brazilian'. One ofthe character-
istics that differentiates casas de sopapo from the more generic category of casas de 
taipa is that the former are not plastered. 
10. To put this in perspective, the average size of a kin-based dwelling corresponds to 
just 0.1 % ofwhat is considered a smallholding in the region (Viegas 2007: 77). 
11. ln faet, the stories I have heard about strange apparitions, e.g. werewolves and 
winds carrying evil intent, are always set at dusk. ln the Xinguano context, Gre-
gor (1982: 55) mentions that the Mehinakú also lock their doors at nightfall 'as 
a precaution against mosquitoes and the witches - that they believe, roam the 
darkness'. 
12. When a death occurs in a Tupinambá family, the relatives of the deceased who 
have other relatives residing in distant places tend to go and visit them, staying 
there for several months, in order to avoid living in the same place where the 
death took place. 
13. See Descola (1996: 117); Feather (2009: 79-83); Gallois (1981); Gow (1991 : 
189); C. Hugh-Jones (1988: 45); S. Hugh-Jones (1993: 107); McCallum 
(1999); Riviere (1984: 26); Viveiros de Castro (1992), especially a comparative 
study of the Tupi (Viveiros de Castro 1992: 51), and Lowie (1949: 354) for 
indigenous Guiana. 
14. As Peter Rivihe has shown, the displacements and abandonrnents of dwelling 
places are explaincd in diverse ways aero lowland SOUd1 America: they may 
take place foUowing the dcath of a leadcr, the dcterioration of the house, a search 
for an area with better hunting, aggravation caused by the increasing distance 
between the village and the roça) attacks by enemies, a desire to be farther from or 
doser to migrant communities, divisions in a settlement or, alternatively, a search 
for a location likely to gene rate future exchanges (1984: 26, 75, 81-82). 
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15. Brazilian legislation established not only the right but also the urgency of indige-
nous land demarcation. As I have discussed elsewhere (Viegas 2010), Article 231 
of the Federal Constitution is the critical element stipulating a set of criteria for 
demarcation of indigenous territory based on four main principies, two of which 
provide for, first, a diversity of relations with the land, and second, the amount of 
land required to guarantee the perpetuation of an indigenous way of life. These 
aspects are contemplated in recognition of areas that are 'essential to the preserva-
tion of environrnental resources necessary to their wellbeing ... and necessary to 
their physical and cultural reproduction in line with their traditions and manners' 
(cf. Constitution 2010: 153). 
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